
Qinhuai River is the mother river of Nanjing. There are numerous historic 
heritage along the riverbank, dotted by local food delicacies. Confucius 
Temple by Qinhuai River is one of the four significant temples that worship 
Confucius the ancient scholar cum philosopher in China.

Confucius Temple by Qinhuai River

This city wall of Ming dynasty is 25km in 
length, known as the longest stretch of city wall 
that comes with a state-owned museum. Visitors 
may climb up the city wall and behold the scenic 
view of Rooster Crowing Temple by the Xuanwu 
Lake overlooking Zhongshan Mountain.

City Wall of Ming Dynasty

Sun Yat-sen, the national father of 
China was buried here. The hallway, 
gateway, prayer hall and coffin chamber of 
his mausoleum were designed on a central 
axis reflecting Chinese traditional 
architecture philosophy with a blend of 
Western architectural influences.

Zhongshan Mausoleum
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南京简介&地图

Introduction & Map
of NANJING

Once the capital of 10 dynasties in the history of China, Nanjing is now the 
provincial capital of Jiangsu Province.

For those who are keen to know more about the city's modern history, 
some places to visit are the Zhongshan Mausoleum, the Presidential Palace 
and the Memorial Hall of the Victims in Nanjing Massacre by Japanese 
Invaders. 

Other not-to-be-missed destinations include the Jiangnan Examination 
Hall and the Confucius Temple by Qinhuai River. Various tasty local street 
foods are also worth a try.

In the fall, red maples in the Qixia Mountain and ginkgo trees in the Ming 
Xiaoling Mausoleum's sculpture park place stunning touch ups to the ancient 
city.
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Flights
Singapore ---> Nanjing:

You can take Scoot direct 
flight from Singapore to Nanjing 
Lukou International Airport. The 
flight journey usually takes 5 hours 
20 minutes.

Kuala Lumpur ---> Nanjing:
There is no direct flight to 

Nanjing. You will have to take 
flight to Shanghai or Hangzhou, 
from which you can take a train or 
bus to Nanjing.

INFO VISA
Singaporean passport holders 

enjoy 15-day stay in China without visa, 
whereas Malaysian passport holders 
will have to apply for tourist visa.

Time Difference
Singapore and Malaysia are within 

the same time zone (GMT+8) with China.

Voltage
Voltage power is 220V, 

50Hz. Recommended to 
bring along plug convertor.

Currency
Renminbi (RMB)
1RMB ≈ 0.20SGD ≈ 0.60MYR

Essential Apps

Weather Condition
Seasons Suitable for Tourists Sightseeing: 

The average temperature in spring (April to May) and 
autumn (mid-September to mid-November) is 14.9°C and 
16.4°C respectively.

Other Seasons:
Summer (June to mid-September) more humid than 

Singapore and Malaysia, accompanied with raining 
season; Winter (mid-November to end of March) with 
average temperature around 3.0℃, please keep warm.

* Please refer real-time currency exchange rate.

Transport

Baidu Map

Dianping

Didi-Rider

Lifestyle

Ticket Bookings for
flights / train ride / 
accommodation

Trip.com Qunar.com

实用
信息

There is a saying, 'no duck can leave Nanjing alive' proving Nanjing 
people's fond of any food made with duck meat. There are a wide variety of 
local cuisines that you should not miss trying around Confucius Temple. 

饮食文化BeverageFood &

Municipal Bureau of Culture and Tourism of Nanjing
南京市文化和旅游局
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Beef 
Dumplings

Duck Blood 
& Vermicelli 

Soup

Plum
Cake

Salted
Duck

Nanjing public transport is served by 10 MRT lines, conveniently connecting all tourist destinations.

Traffic Information

www.gonanjingchina.com @南京文旅


